A unified virtual-prototyping design environment to overcome challenges to specification, dimensioning and verification of multi-physical domains

This project is developing and deploying a novel unified design-methodology and tools to provide system-level design and verification for new types of emerging applications which require microelectronics that closely interacts with the surrounding environment in different physical domains. The H-INCEPTION project consortium (comprising four European countries with broad ranging skillsets) will provide European industry with an ecosystem delivering all the design-technology ingredients – from design and verification methodology to the essential modelling languages and simulation engines.
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Innovative methodology and simulation tools

H-INCEPTION is building a unified design environment where the system definition, design partitioning across the different physical domains, and its integral functionality, can be analyzed and verified including the interaction with the overall application environment. In fact, this design environment will be deployed within European Industry as a customizable ecosystem delivering all critical missing design technology ingredients, from design and verification methodology to the essential modelling languages and simulation engines.

By means of multi-domain virtual prototypes (MDVP), an abstract view of the entire system is created, which allows its thorough analysis at various design abstraction levels. The development and use of such a virtual prototyping approach requires the introduction of an innovative system design methodology and its associated tools that address the system design needs for multi-domain microelectronics assisted systems. This new methodology and tools are mandatory to handle properly the increasing complexity of these kinds of applications.

Notably, H-INCEPTION introduces key enabling technologies to implement this unified design environment for virtual prototyping of multi-domain microelectronics-assisted systems, by means of:

- Methodology for system design, architecture exploration and verification of multi-domain systems;
- Very fast system simulation framework for multi-domain systems;
- ‘Correct by construction’ approach for the integration of multi-domain systems;
- New extensions (MDVP), covering multi-physical domains, and their standardisation to the OSCI SystemC AMS and Accellera IP-XACT committees. SystemC and IP-XACT are widely used by the digital designer community building virtual prototypes.

Rich project consortium

The project group – representing five countries – is composed of industrials partners originating from different horizons: semiconductor and fabless companies, equipment suppliers, OEM, EDA vendors, research institutes and universities experienced in different applications such as automotive, wireless, avionics and biomedical and will all contribute to the creation and validation of this unified design methodology and ecosystem, simulator and framework to address the incoming application challenges.

Maintaining leadership and competitive edge

It is important to look at the benefits that can be derived from H-INCEPTION to determine the future success and usefulness of this project. To start off with, enabling technologies provided by H-INCEPTION will significantly improve the competitive position of European industry by allowing the co-designing of microelectronic platforms and enabling European semiconductor companies and OEMs to keep pace (and outperform the competition) in the face of increasing complexity and heterogeneity that is required to keep its leading position in system design and integration.

For example, the creation of a SystemC-based language definition with an open-source proof-of-concept implementation will ensure European industry keeps its leadership position in the application of advanced system-level design methodologies and tools. This will also result in the development of better and high-quality products and systems, which are available earlier on the market.

Furthermore, European semiconductor companies producing ‘correct by construction’ prototypes and delivering these virtual solutions to their system integrators will be able to reduce development time by 3–6 months. Industrial partners will therefore be in a leading position to match customer demand, and save development costs by introducing new ‘proof-points’ and reducing design iterations in the total value chain. This know-how will further strengthen Europe’s pole-position in MDVP products and solutions, resulting in increased European competitiveness and employment.

And there are plenty of areas where H-INCEPTION’s role will be significant. In the near future, devices and embedded systems will offer more functionalities based on wireless connectivity and communication with their environment. Typical applications include toll payment with mobile phones; enhanced car-safety by monitoring the road/traffic control; using e-passport for secure (internet) payments; wireless sensor networks for healthcare monitoring; and sensing technologies (to improve, for example, the safety and comfort at work,) etc. Notably, these sectors will secure the competitive power of Europe and are predicted to grow by around 19% – from $163 billion to $195 billion – between 2011 and 2014.
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CATRENE [Σ! 4140], the EUREKA Cluster for Application and Technology Research in Europe on NanoElectronics, will bring about technological leadership for a competitive European information and communications technology industry.

CATRENE focuses on delivering nano-/microelectronic solutions that respond to the needs of society at large, improving the economic prosperity of Europe and reinforcing the ability of its industry to be at the forefront of the global competition.